
Our Life on Earth Shapes our Life in Eternity

We have been advised by the Lord that he desires to release to his people more of his  secrets
(mysteries) in these Last Days. These mysteries may not have a biblical reference, or a biblical
precedent, but we are to receive them as a message from the King for our benefit and blessing
because of his favour on us.

One of these was released to Rick Joyner and documented in his book “The Path”. The information
was disclosed in a vision where he has schooled by both Enoch and Elijah. This revealed secret is:

• What you become in your life on earth will be who you are forever

Here is how it was revealed to Rick in the vision:

ʺ“I never thought of Enoch as a shepherd, or as one so full of joy. I am really looking forward to
getting to know him better,” I said.
“You have much to learn yet from both of us, but the joy you see in Enoch will not come from
seeing Enoch, but from the way Enoch got it—walking with the Lord the way he did.”
I wanted to ask Elijah another question, but was hesitating. He discerned this, and said, “Please
ask what is on your heart.”
“You walked with God too,  and you were trusted with some of  the greatest  power He ever
revealed through a prophet. Why aren’t you as joyful as Enoch?” I inquired.
“I do not mind you asking, and this is important for you to understand. What you become in your
life on earth will be who you are forever, without the carnality of course. If anyone on earth
realized how much their life on earth impacted their eternity they would be in pursuit of the fruit
of the Spirit more than any earthly treasure or accomplishment.ʺ 1

So, now how important are the fruit of the Spirit?
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